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PREFACE 

The following notes were developed by 

the author in July 1970 in a aourse on Information The

ory at the "Centro Internazionale di Saienze Meaaani

ahe". Exaept for seation 4, whiah developes a new the

ory of random trees, most of the material is to be 

found in expanded form in the author's book, "Informa

tion TheoPy and Reliable Communiaation",John Wiley and 

Sons, New York, l968. A numbeP of the results have been 

proved here in more satisfying ways whiah have been 

developed sinae the publiaation of the book. A higher 

level of mathematiaal maturity has been assumed here 

than in the book and an attempt has been made to pre

sent some of the deeper aspeats of the subjeat with -

out so muah introduatory material. 

The author would like to express his ap

preaiation to Professor Giuseppe Longo, who organized 

this set of aourses, and to Professor Luigi Sobrero, 

the Searetary General of C.I.S.M., for their hospital

ity and for making this work possible. 
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Finally, he is grateful to the students 

in the course whose interest and enthusiasm made this 

a stimulating endeavor. 

Robert G. Gallager 

(Prof. of E.E., 

Mass.Inst. of Tech., U.S.A.) 

Udine, Italy, July 10, 19?0. 


